SAFETYSPOT

With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer

WORRYING CORROSION
A spot in time would have saved a mine of cash, and avoided risk of a
crack. Mount that Rotax oil cooler correctly or risk engine damage

Is that it then,
summer over? The
weather’s been a bit
marginal (to say the
least) but, well, an excellent
medal tally for the UK in the
Olympics has kept the mood
up a bit, at least here at LAA
Engineering. OK, I know, it
was a bit disruptive for a few
of you (nobody likes surfaceto-air missiles on their roof)
and, as you are reading this,
some areas of the country are
still ‘off limits’ to aviators.
I do wonder whether the
movers and shakers will finally
realise the connection(s)
between investment and
return or, perhaps more aptly
here in the UK (Lottery funding
for the Olympic teams aside),
lack of investment’s inevitable
consequences. Enough said
I think.
Thanks to all the RAF 2000
owners who have taken the
time to write to me about the
experiences with their Warp

Drive propellers. If you read last
month’s ‘Safety Spot’ you will
know that we had a close call
with a crack on the attachment
hub on one of these machines.
I was pleased to hear from the
reports that there have actually
been very few problems with
these propellers on the RAF
installation. Both the Chief
Engineer, Francis Donaldson,
and Chief Inspector, Ken Craigie,
here at HQ, are worried that the
inspection procedures are not
very well defined in this group of
uncertified propellers.
Nobody wants to strip
something down for the sake
of it but the old adage of ‘while
it’s working it’s best left alone’
might be OK for a lawnmower,
but it’s not a philosophy for a
sensible maintenance regime
for an aircraft.
While we’re on the subject
of propellers, I might as well
start this month’s ‘Safety Spot’
with another propeller story.
I received a picture of some
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worrying corrosion on an Arplast
Ecoprop from LAA Inspector Andy
Bedgood. Here’s his email.

ARPLAST ECOPROP
SEVERE CORROSION

Hi Malcolm
I carried out a Permit renewal
inspection on a Kitfox on Thursday
and found severe exfoliation
corrosion on the root of two of the
propeller blades where they exit
the hub. There appears to be no
corrosion protection in this area.
The prop in question is a threeblade, fixed-pitch, Arplast Ecoprop.
I have attached photos taken with
my phone on the day. The owner is
sourcing a replacement propeller.
I thought I had better report the
find to see if there are any other
reports of corrosion problems in
these propeller types.
Regards, Andy
Arplast propellers are very
high quality, uncertified
propellers that are used on
many aircraft in the LAA fleet.
There are two principle types in

use, the PV50 and the Ecoprop,
and I counted more than 160
Arplast installations on LAA
aircraft. The PV50 is an in-flight
variable-pitch propeller often
found on the front of Europa or
MCR-01 aircraft, and the Ecoprop is
ground-adjustable only, often used
by microlight or autogyro aircraft.
Arplast blades are composite
(and I use this term literally)
being manufactured using carbon
fibre, fibreglass, epoxy resin and
aluminium materials.
You can see from the
photograph sent in by Andy that
the blade’s aluminium collar has
virtually disintegrated because
of corrosion. The corrosion
spotted by Andy was visible
without taking off the spinner
and I hope that you will agree
that the collar should never
have been allowed to get this
bad. This corrosion has written
off otherwise serviceable blades
and an earlier intervention
would have saved the owner a
fair amount of cash.

With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer
You can see the pitting corrosion in
the face of this casting. While this
corrosion may not seem as dramatic
as that seen on the blade, it may be
far more damaging. Corrosion pits
can lead to stress corrosion cracking
which may lead to hub failure.
(Photo: Andy Bedgood)

Pitting corrosion
Left: If you spot this type of
corrosion anywhere on your aircraft
clearly you wouldn’t be wise to
fly it. Serious corrosion, like this
example recently spotted on the
ferrule securing the propeller
blade to the hub on a Kitfox, will
definitely compromise the security
of the attachment and may even
end up with the loss of a propeller
blade. Corrosion here may lead to
water ingress in the joint possibly
leading to further, this time internal,
corrosion. Corrosion, spotted early,
can be dealt with very cheaply, in
this case the damage was too bad to
repair and this aircraft needed a new
propeller which is a very costly item.
(Photo: Andy Bedgood)
You will see, by looking at the
photo of the stripped propeller
assembly, that the actual
corrosion in the collar is limited
to the area outside the hub;
in other words, blade clamping
hasn’t been affected although
there can be little doubt
that the security of the
attachment of the composite
blade and the aluminium collar
has been reduced.
From an engineering point
of view, I am far more worried
about the internal corrosion of
the machined castings that make
up the propeller assembly’s
hub. This pitting corrosion,
clearly visible in the photograph,
provides a perfect edge for a
crack to start, especially in the
high stress environment of a
propeller hub.

PARTS CATALOGUES
ERROR IN NUMBERS

There can be no doubt that
any process involving an
aircraft design department can

Always use the approved data
sheets when selecting materials and
components for use on aircraft. In
the case described in the text, the
parts catalogue – required reading
for most homebuilders – gave the
wrong tensile stress for wire rope.
Luckily, the error was spotted by the
LAA design engineer tasked to make
checks and the under strength cable
wasn’t fitted to one of our aircraft.
(Photo: Courtesy of Light Aero Spares)

sometimes be a frustratingly longwinded affair. I quite often get
telephone calls from applicants
who are at their wits end and,
frankly, just need somebody
to allow them to let off a bit of
steam. “But it’s just a simple mod
for goodness sake, my mate says
it will be fine and he knows a
thing or two I can tell you.” Or,
“It’s just a bolt change, what harm
can it do?”
I sit listening, waiting for
the temperature to drop a bit.
While it may be frustrating to
wait for a modification to be
approved, when you think about
it, the longer somebody spends
checking ‘this or that’ change
to your aerial mount, the less
chance there is that a change will
end up causing you a problem.
Normally, just as an example,
a modification will be checked
by at least two people, that’s
two in-boxes which, here at
LAA Engineering, are generally
pretty full… especially during the
summer months!

For some changes, stress
calculations may need to be
checked; it’s not fair to expect
a submission document,
which may have taken months
to prepare, to be checked
thoroughly in a few days. Here
is an email from Auster owner
and Flitzer builder, Adam
Wankowska. I am publishing the
email for two reasons… because
it backs up my earlier points and,
much more importantly, there’s a
good lesson to be learnt.
Adam wanted to check out with
our Design Office whether 5/32in
wire would be suitable for the
flying wires for his Flitzer, so he
wrote an email.
Dear Sirs
I am seeking your view upon the
rigging wire size for my Flitzer. The
plans specify 3/16in wires in either
stainless or galvanised 7x19 wire.
As you will be aware, the breaking
strain for stainless is lower (3,700lb
for 3/16in wire) than for galvanised
(4,200lb for 3/16in wire). The

minimum case for these wires
would thus be 3,700lb.
This minimum case would be
met by the use of 5/32in galvanised
wires which would have reduced
weight and drag.
After due, and no doubt timeconsuming consideration, John
Tempest, one of the LAA’s design
engineers, responded.
Dear Adam
Many thanks for your enquiry.
MIL-W-5424B has been replaced
by MIL-W-83420, available from
everyspec.com
The strength of galvanised
carbon steel wire rope 5/32-in
diameter is only 2,800lb, which
falls short of the 3,700lb strength
for 3/16-in diameter stainless cable.
Therefore, we are unable to accept
your request, pending any further
information you might have at
your disposal.
So a bit of a knock-back for
Adam’s plan to reduce the

➽
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Here is a front view of the X’Air
Hawk engine installation where
cracks in the two top engine bearers
were discovered. The X’Air is an
unusual design in that the engine
mount itself is continuous with the
airframe’s structural tubing. This is
going to make repairs difficult. It
should be noted that these cracks
were not easy to spot with a cursory
inspection and, partly because
of this, the LAA has published an
Airworthiness Information Sheet
requiring X’Air owners to complete a
thorough check on the engine mount
every five hours. (Photo: Jim Gale)

overall drag on his new Flitzer
by reducing the size of the flying
wires. How could his strength
estimate be so far out? The next
email explains all, I hope.
Dear Malcolm,
You might just be interested in this
correspondence. I took the figures
for the breaking strain of these wires
from the LAS catalogue and, as
you can see, they’re wrong! I have
reported the error in their catalogue
to LAS, but it will be repeated in their
newly-printed edition.
Lessons learnt for me: 1, LAA
Engineering is there to save my
skin! and 2, check original sources
for specifications if seeking to
change something
Regards
I spoke to Ray Howe from LAS
and he wasn’t sure how the error
in the catalogue came about but
they’ve put it right on the website.
Unfortunately the 2013 LAS

catalogue has just been printed,
with the error. So the lesson is,
always check a product’s official
datasheet before doing your stress
calculations and, oh yes, be kind
to the design engineers. As Adam
says, “They are only there to save
your skin.”

X’AIR HAWK
ENGINE MOUNT CRACKS

I’ve known Devon-based LAA
inspector David Silsbury for
some time now and I wouldn’t
describe him as a chap that gets
het up about much; being cool
under pressure is definitely an
important attribute in an aero
engineer. That’s why I took
notice when he said, “I’m really
worried about this, and we
need to let other owners know
straight away.” OK, what’s all
the fuss about?
As you can see from the
accompanying photographs,
both of the top bearers on
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Here is a close-up of the crack to the
starboard side engine bearer; the
LAA will be looking closely at the
weld and surrounding material to see
why this crack has developed.
Watch this space for future
developments in this
story! (Photo: Jim Gale)

“Dave was
concerned that
it wouldn’t be
long before the
engine left the
airframe which, as
you would agree
I’m sure, is a
structural change
too far”

this X’Air Hawk engine mount
have cracked nearly all the
way through, and this mount
had only completed 166 flying
hours. Dave was concerned that
it wouldn’t be long before the
engine left the airframe which,
as you would agree I’m sure, is
a structural change too far. As
I write this September ‘Safety
Spot’, early in August, still buried
in the Olympics, I haven’t been
able to investigate this event very
thoroughly because most of the
key people I need to chat with are
away on their holidays − as will I
be next week, yippee!
The operator of the aircraft is
going to bring a section of the
failed mount to Turweston for a
technical audit which, hopefully,
will shed some light on this early
failure. I shall be looking closely
at the welding and the material
specification, but for now I
think that it’s worth mentioning
again that it’s vital to complete

thorough pre-flight checks if
you are going to have any hope
of spotting the early signs of a
problem. This, or should I say,
these cracks did not appear
magically on one flight. When
we look at the fracture face we
may be able to tell how many
cycles of overload were involved
but I’d eat my hat (if I had one)
if the number of cycles is found
to be one!
The problem with the X’air
Hawk is the same as with many
newer aircraft designs – it can
take ages to get the engine
cowling off! If this is the case,
regular inspections under the
bonnet need to be fitted into your
Tailored Maintenance Schedule.
Maybe every five hours would
be acceptable; 50, at the next oil
change; or once a year, certainly
wouldn’t be.
Meanwhile, we’ve issued an
Airworthiness Information Leaflet
requiring visual checks on X’Air

With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer
Left: when Eurostar owner, Terry Powley, took a look at the assembly of the
wheel on his aircraft he thought that something didn’t look right. Should the
bolts holding the brake disc in place ingress into the wheel hub, wouldn’t
that affect the seating of the tyre rim to the wheel half? We asked the agent
what he thought and he confirmed that M8-16s had been used instead of the
correct M8-12. You can see the difference looking at the close-ups.
(Photo: Terry Powley)
Overly long disc attachment
bolt clearly protrudes into
the tyre rim area
(Photo: Terry Powley)

A correct bolt attaching the
brake disc to the wheel remains
clear of the tyre bead’s seat
(Photo: Nigel Beale)

Jabiru variant engine mounts
each five hours but, hopefully,
this recordable check regime
will be relaxed when we’ve
discovered why this one has
failed. Well, we don’t want our
inspectors to get ‘hot under the
collar’ do we?

EV-97-A EUROSTAR
BURST TYRE

I received a call from LAAer
and Eurostar owner Terry
Powley, letting me know that he
had just damaged his aircraft on
landing. “Nobody was hurt, what
do I do?”
After the usual commiserations,
I explained that a landing
accident like this must be
reported to the Air Accidents
Investigation Branch at
Farnborough. I ‘Red Flagged’
the aircraft, which is an internal
engineering code, flagging on
our database that the aircraft
has a problem, and settled

back in my seat to listen to
Terry’s story.
I wrote, in my notepad,
‘Terry Powley – Burst Tyre
– Swing to right into rape –
Advised to report to AAIB –
No Injuries – Advised to
investigate tyre failure – Red
Flag database.’
These notes, plus the ‘What
Happened’ comments in the
subsequent AAIB’s Initial
Accident Notification sheet just
about tells the story... or does it?
‘Aircraft came in to land when,
during roll-out at approximately
25mph, the left tyre burst.
The aircraft veered off into rape
and the right landing gear
collapsed.’
All pilots know that one of
the most dangerous phases
of the landing is at, and just
after, the flare. There’s a point
where the aircraft is no longer
flying, and therefore not under
complete control, but still

moving across the ground at a
fair lick; on taildraggers, this is
groundloop territory!
Landing is very different to
take-off in this regard, primarily
because there’s a fair amount
of mass airflow over the tail
surfaces from the propeller,
which gives the pilot authority
in pitch and, perhaps more
importantly, at least early on the
take-off run, good directional
control. If a tyre fails at this point
it may be impossible to correct
the swing; this is why it is vital
that wheels, brakes and tyres
are maintained to the highest
possible standard.
Terry commented, during
our telephone conversation,
that they had been “plagued
by punctures on this aircraft”.
Naturally, my ears pricked up a
bit. He continued, “We haven’t
been able to explain it, the
taxiway and the runway are
both fine.”

I pointed out that there’s
always a reason for a failure and
suggested that he took a close
look at the wheel assembly. As
you look at the picture of Terry’s
wheel, and taking note of last
month’s ‘Safety Spot’ discussion
about ‘fitting skills’, you can see
the probable cause of Terry’s tyre
failure: incorrect bolts used to
secure the brake disc.
I spoke to the UK agent for
Eurostar Aircraft, Nigel Beale,
and he rushed into his workshop
to see what the assembly should
look like. Nigel took a picture
of a wheel assembly with the
correct bolts installed.
Incidentally, Terry’s Eurostar is
approaching its tenth birthday
and has had three previous
owners; he did check the
maintenance record to see how
it was possible that the incorrect
bolts could have been fitted but
couldn’t find any record of a
tyre/brake disc change.
➽
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Here is a picture of debris in the paper element of a Rotax 912, a closer
look at the debris shows it to be white metal and its origin proved to be a
big end bearing collapse. The cause of this was almost certainly lack of oil
to the bearing and the reason for this was likely to be air in the oil system
introduced after an oil/filter change. The first sign that something was amiss
was when the owner noticed a drop in oil pressure.
(Photo: Conrad Beale)

You can see that the
installation of this oil
cooler is not ideal. Firstly
the oil cooler is mounted
on its side which, for
reasons explained in
the diagrams below,
can lead to a build up
of air in the cooler. The
other problem with this
installation is that the
outlet to the oil cooler is at
the bottom of the cooler;
again, reference with the
diagrams will explain why
this is not ideal.
(Photo: Conrad Beale)

MONTGOMERY-BENSEN

I received a telephone call from
LAA Inspector Mike Smart,
explaining that he had just
reported an event that had
occurred with an autogyro ‘in his
care’ to the CAA. Mike explained
what had led to his report and
shortly afterwards I received a
copy of the Occurrence Report
from our local CAA surveyor.
Briefly, Mike explained that the
owner of the gyro was setting
out on his annual holiday trip to
France when he noticed that the
oil pressure was dropping. He
landed at his original destination,
a private strip near to Dover.
It was clear that there was
a serious problem with the
engine when the oil filter was
removed and cut open; you can
see from the photographs what
confronted him, the sure signs of
a big end bearing failure: white
metal. The owner transported
the gyro to Con Air to find out
what had happened. The
engine had completed less
than 260 hours. As is often the
case in an event like this, there
was a bit of a communication
breakdown and Mike felt that
this low-time engine failure
wasn’t going to be looked at
properly so, completely correctly
in my view, he reported this
normally unreportable, event
to the authorities.
I asked Conrad Beale, of Con
Air, why he wasn’t going to look

All that glitters is not gold… these particles of white metal originated from a
failed big-end bearing. The cheapest repair option on the Rotax 912 is a ‘short
block’ (which is the engine core less cylinders and ancillaries) and this could
cost more than £8,000.
(Photo: Conrad Beale)

into this failure and, after a bit
of an ear bending, realised that
I, the CAA and the Inspector,
were quite a long way behind
the curve and that the owner had
decided to replace the engine
as a repair was uneconomic.
Conrad explained that he knew
exactly what had happened to
the old engine as he had seen
the problem a number of times
before. The primary cause was
lack of oil to the big end journal
caused by two main problems.
Perhaps it would be more
appropriate to let Conrad explain
in his own words!
The problem with the 912 gyro
as discussed was not an engine
failure or engine stoppage (The
MOR had suggested that this was
a power deterioration − MM). The
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owner reported that the engine oil
pressure was decaying to below
the minimum ‘normal’ range
when the oil was hot. A slight rpm
loss was also reported.
The aircraft was delivered to me
to investigate. The oil pressure
indication was checked using an
independent gauge and a low oil
pressure was confirmed when the
oil was hot.
Unusually, oil pressure within
the normal range could not be
achieved by cranking the engine
on the starter (engine not running).
Adequate oil pressure could be
achieved when the engine was
started but was slightly low and
decayed as the oil temperature
increased. This is indicative of
a possible oil supply problem or
excessive wear in the engine.

The oil system was looked at
and no leaks were detected in the
hoses or oil cooler. No problems
were found with the oil pump.
During the examination of the
oil system it was noted that the
oil system was connected in a
manner that can cause issues −
more on this later.
An oil filter cut revealed
unusually high contamination of
metallic particles – see pictures.
A strip of the engine revealed
some slight wear on the main
crankshaft bearings but nothing
that would explain the low oil
pressure. The contamination
in the oil filter and low oil
pressure can only be explained
by damage to one or more of the
crankshaft big end bearings.
The 912 crankshaft is designed in
such a way that examination of
the big end shells is not practical,
and even if the crank is stripped
the parts are not available to
conduct a repair.
There is no internal engine
damage to support the slight
reduction in engine rpm
reported.
I was happy with the fact that
this failure had actually been
investigated thoroughly and
understood Conrad’s point that
there was nothing to be learnt
by disassembling the pressed
crankshaft. I also learnt that
the owner had decided to fit a
replacement engine.
Conrad continued:

With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer
To oil pump
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This is the preferred method of installing an oil cooler to a Rotax 9 series engine; notice that both the oil inlet
and the oil outlet fittings are at the top of the cooler. When an oil cooler is fitted in this manner there is far less
risk of the air being trapped in the cooler. The Rotax 9 has a remote sump (No. 1 in the diagram); notice that
the oil cooler is before the oil pump (on the suction side) which is why it is essential that all the air is removed
from the system and the engine oil system is primed completely before the engine is run.
(Photo: Courtesy of Rotax)

Further examination of the oil
system identified an oil cooler
with outlets in an unsuitable
position (lower fitting of the oil
cooler to suction connection
on the engine). Oil systems
connected in such a way can
compromise the oil supply system.
The 912 has a remote oil tank
acting as the oil sump. The engine
sucks oil from the tank via an
oil cooler; the oil cooler is on the
suction side of the system. If the
oil cooler outlet to the engine is
correctly positioned to the oil cooler
it will almost completely fill with oil.
In the case on the subject engine,

the oil cooler was connected in such
a way that the oil cooler could have
been full of air.
The 912 should have the
connection between the engine
and the oil cooler positioned at the
top of the oil cooler. The damage
to the crankshaft bearing shells
could have been caused by an
improper oil change or/and a
failure to prime or purge the oil
system after an oil filter change.
In this particular case there is no
evidence to support this.
Can you remind Rotax 912
engine owners to ensure their
oil changes are carried out

correctly? Incidentally, on
the replacement engine that I
fitted to the Bensen Autogyro, the
oil system has been altered
to ensure the oil lines are
connected correctly.
Conrad kindly supplied some
photographs and diagrams
which helped to explain what
he was talking about and
said that anybody involving
themselves in maintaining
their 912 engine would be well
served by attending a technical
course on the subject. I did and
learnt loads.
Fair winds! ■

In this diagram oil is black and
air is blue. The primary problem
with air in the oil filter is that
as the engine rpm increases
so does the demand to the oil
pump. This extra demand leads
to a greater suction through
the cooler. Air, which behaves
as a gas, will expand as the
pressure drops. This expansion
can lead to air at the inlet to
the oil pump, cavitation, and
subsequent oil pressure drop
in the oil manifold.
(Photo: Conrad Beale)

To oil pump

LAA ENGINEERING SCALE OF CHARGES
LAA Project Registration
Kit Built Aircraft
Plans Built Aircraft

Issue of a Permit to Test Fly
Non-LAA approved design only

Initial Permit issue

Repeat modification
£300
£50
£40

Up to 390kg
391 - 499kg
500kg and above
Three seats and above

£320
£425
£565
£630

Up to 390kg
391 - 499kg
500kg and above
Three seats and above

£105
£140
£190
£210

Prototype modification

£45

Permit renewal

Modification application

£22.50

Transfer

(from CofA to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 499kg
500 kg and above
Three seats and above

Four-seat aircraft

Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee
Project registration royalty

Category change

£135
£250
£350
£2,000
£50

Group A to microlight
Microlight to Group A

£135
£135

Issue of Permit Documents following G-Reg change

£45

Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document)
Latest SPARS - April 2009

£20

Change of G-Registration fee
Replacement Documents
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